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When planning a luxury vacation, there are so many things to
decide on. Do you want a hotel, villa, yacht or cruise ship?
Beachfront, rainforest, or city break? But of course, the most
crucial decision is destination.
Location is incredibly important. It can make or break your
vacation or holiday. If you desire to stay in luxury hotel or
resort, what are the best luxury travel destinations?
Here is a list of 5 top luxury vacation destinations:

Male, Maldives
This group of islands regularly referred to as a “tropical
jewel” is located south west of Sri Lanka. Male is just one of
1900 islands among tens of thousands of coral reefs making up
the Maldives. It’s a premier scuba diving, snorkeling and
surfing destination. A huge amount of sunshine and a relaxed
atmosphere make this a fantastic luxury holiday destination.

St James, Barbados
Known as the “Platinum Coast”, St James in Barbados is fast
becoming the benchmark in luxury holiday destinations.
Fantastic hotels, turquoise water, friendly people and sandy
beaches makes St James a fantastic place to visit. Add in the
luxury restaurants, colorful local character and rich
historical significance and you can have a truly unique luxury
holiday.

Mauritius
Tranquility surrounds the white beaches of Mauritius. From
golf courses to botanical gardens, water sports to rainforest
and a volcano. The small island of Mauritius enchants every
visitor leaving a lasting impression of beauty. Once home to
the Dodo, it is now firmly placed on the list of luxury travel
destinations.

Paphos, Cyprus
With an average of 325 sunny days a year, diverse cuisine,
landscapes and bags of history; Cyprus has become ever more a
sophisticated destination since its EU inclusion in 2004.
Paphos in particular is a very fashionable and sought after
luxury travel destination with beaches, architecture, shopping
and top class restaurants.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur is a growing and exciting city with 5 star
restaurants and exclusive venues. Plus, it’s just a short way
from the Malaysian rainforests and coral gardens. Whale
sharks, orangutans and flying foxes make Malaysia a wildlife
lovers paradise. Its mix of cultures, unique festivals and
gastronomy make it a must for those booking a luxury holiday.

